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ABSTRACT
Different data engineering approaches are mine data and publish as a privacy data
without leakage and data loss. All present internet applications require new technologies for
privacy data maintenance. Different engineering approaches are tuning the databases with good
privacy preservation [5][6][7][8]. Present approaches are uses the triggers here. Triggers related
privacy control is not gives the effective solution. Its shows some risks in data publishing
environment. Triggers maintaianace creation purpose we use the different approaches like
pseudonyms, k-anonymity, l-diversity, random perturbation, condensation approach. These all
above approaches are not gives desired privacy results in implementation part.
Now in this paper we propose the new proposal for increase the privacy levels in
implementation part. In datasets we maintain the different attributes. In attribute selection we
apply the partitioning technique. In different number of partitions identifies the highly correlated
attributes in implementation. These high correlated attributes are possible to increase the privacy
levels and utility values. Experimentally we show the performance compare to normal
correlation or random correlation attributes to high correlation attribute. Highly correlated
attributes are gives the efficient privacy guarantee and trust results [5][6][10].
KEYWORDS OR INDEX TERMS: Correlation, partitioning techniques. Decision tree
classification, frequent association rule mining.
1. INTRODUCTION
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Many numbers of researchers are
interest control intrusions without misuse.
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Sensitive data maintenance is required in
organizations. In data collection of all fields
we expect some privacy related techniques.
Different real time applications of databases
whenever servers are access the data we
implement different analysts. Analyst is
called methodology [11][12][13].
Previous methodologies are non
disclosures. These non disclosures are not
detects the attacks data and duplicate data.
It’s may chance to data loss in publish of
records like medical records and health
insurance databases. After some days some
new privacy algorithms are gave the good
solutions in publishing of data. Data publish
for only truthful users.
Present in this paper we propose
some new statistical disclosure measure.
This statistical measure calculates using
some partitioning techniques like decision
tree classification. Every partition considers
one class. In all attributes identifies highly
correlated attributes. These new correlated
attributes gives the efficient solution.
Experimental show the comparison
with existing and new techniques. Proposed
system techniques are works as a efficient
technique in privacy probability calculation.
2. RELATED WORK OR LITERATURE
REVIEW
Much number of organizations
contains different web databases. Any user
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can access any kind of data directly we
publish. In published data some other users
data also present here. Some privacy
problems are generating for sensitive data.
Some people are think like negatively
whenever we are not providing the privacy.
In published data some intrusions or
attackers are misuse the data. Now we
prevent those misuse data using some
privacy techniques [1].
Data publishing records show into
number of tables. Tables of all records we
are provide the privacy. Every record
contains different attributes are present.
Select one of the attribute that is called as a
personal identifier. Replace the personal
identifier with pseudonyms. It’s not gives
sufficient privacy in all number of
dimensions. Some problems are generating
like lack of privacy errors here [10].
Next privacy technique called kanonymity. Published data show into
number of tables. Every record display as a
individual record. We provide the security
for individual records. It’s possible to
provide the privacy for limited records. In
extraction of records we extract some
location data. It’s possible to provide the
privacy in limited number of locations. It’s
somewhat relevant in data privacy
environment. K-anonymity also contains
some limitations.
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After some days next privacy
technique was introduced that is related
generalization. That privacy technique is
called suppression. Suppression techniques
minimize the number of attributes. Tuples
values also changes with roundup values
specification in implementation part. Those
all attributes and tuples are displayed as a
less informative content [11]. Suppression
techniques work based on dependency
principle in implementation part. It’s not
possible to control the sensitive data
maintenance. Its suppress the less number of
attributes and tuples data in publishing of
data.

the privacy related quasi identifiers data.
There is no specific privacy involvement in
sensitive attributes. In sensitive attributes
may chance to leakage of data. The above
all approaches are provides less privacy in
preserving to publish the data [3] [4].
Next another privacy technique,
Randomization applies into number of
tuples values in column specification.
According to present tuples select one
random value. Those random values add as a
noisy. These intrusions it’s not possible to
misuse the data and save data. This is one of
the perturbation techniques to control the
data with privacy rules [7] [8].
Next another privacy approach,
condensation approach we apply covariance
into different columns at a time. Using
covariance it’s possible to provide the data
without misuse by attackers [12]. In group
of columns at a time provide the privacy and
generate the covariance matrix. Covariance
matrix gives the solution in multiple
dimensions, but at last some dimensions
limitations are present here.

Fig1: Privacy Preserving Data Mining
L-diversity
and
K-anonymity
provide the privacy related to different
number of attributes. It’s possible to control
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Previous approaches generalization,
bucketizations are not follows the
probability approach. It’s not possible to
provide the privacy in sensitive attributes.
Present paper covers the partitioning
techniques. These techniques apply the
probability approach and calculate the
sensitive values with less correlation. It’s
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also gives the less privacy and save the less
sensitive data maintenance.

Attribute Disclosure Protection and
membership disclosure protection provide
privacy for present tuples and attributes. It’s
not possible to provide privacy for update
number of attributes and tuples in published
data. That is called for future attributes and
tuples. In updated records previous
techniques are not gives the sufficient
privacy. Some limitations are available
related to cost and time processing.

updating of measure of correlation. Present
Decision tree approach cover all n number
of dimensions of table records. This is no
chance to miss the sensitive data
environment in implementation of approach
[13]. Decision tree approach is the
classification approach. Tables of data
classified into different partitions. Different
partitions are showing the different classes.
Calculate the each and every class of
correlation attributes privacy. In total classes
frequent which class is occur, that class is
best class like we find out in implementation
part.

We propose new privacy techniques.
Those privacy techniques are correlation,
summarization and frequent data mining
approaches. These all approaches apply in
different tables and show the good privacy
accuracy results. We implement some new
correlation coefficients and calculate the
measures of privacy. Present calculation of
correlation measures is not sufficient, then
changes to attributes to maintain the
correlation in between of attributes. All
attributes measure correlation we verify
select one best correlation attribute pair
related to different domains.

Fig2: Decision
Partitions

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

4. SYSTEM MODEL
Decision tree we apply
in
partitioning of attributes recursively for
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Tree

related

table

In normal decision tree add the
improved id3 algorithm and show the good
prediction results in sensitive data
maintenance. Improved id3 algorithm
follows the different steps. First step
completely related training phase. Training
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phase start selection of attributes and
verifies the each and every attribute
accuracy in prediction stage. In total number
of accuracy levels choose one of the best
class attributes. Any new attributes are
generating compare with highest accuracy
attributes here. Every time process the
different types of attributes. All attributes of
information completely we arrange in
decision tree. Decision tree approach covers
all number of attributes. In total number of
attribute filter one dominant attribute pair
information like final output content.
In different pair attribute classes
sometimes one attribute show the measure is
high, another attribute measure is low.
Different attribute pair classes of single
attribute we select and create the new
attribute
pair
using
summarization
technique. Summarization techniques are
save the sensitive data compare to all
previous approaches.
Different attribute pairs are provide
the better privacy results. In total number of
attribute pairs of measure of quality display
as a output. Data owner apply threshold
value in different number of attribute pairs
in implementation part. Above threshold
measure related all attributes are good
privacy and sensitive attributes. Attribute
sensitive value is available below threshold
then detects as a low level privacy. This is
basic prediction of good sensitive attribute
approach.
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4.1 IMPROVED ID3 ALGORITHM
USING DECISION TREE
Pseudo code:
1. Create the different classes with
different attributes.
2. Divide the attribute with partitioning
technique
3. All samples are allocated in different
attributes.
4. Verify the classes from parent to leaf
node
5. Perform the training process select
the best performance gain attributes
pair
6. Using performance gain attributes
start the testing process
7. In different attribute pair highest
single attribute pair gain value
8. After verification return the result of
best results with good prediction
accuracy
9. These all types of results extraction
using summarization approach.
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION
Choose any kind of dataset with
different attributes with tuples. We try to
train the datasets with different privacy
techniques. Calculate privacy measure for
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each and every attribute specifically in
implementation. In present datasets apply
membership disclosure protection, identity
disclosure
protection,
and
attribute
disclosure protection. First two protection
functions are not show the privacy result
with probability. Attribute disclosure
protection show the probability with privacy
values specification. Compare to previous
all privacy protection function; in this paper
we propose some new correlation
coefficient, decision tree classification.
These all techniques filter efficient attributes
in privacy protection.

and free pattern mining operation in
implementation part. In all number of
partitions classes choose the best partition
classes. These best partition classes gives
the best accurate in privacy calculation in
implementation.

Those dominate attributes privacy
implement in any real time applications.
Those real time applications also show the
result as a better privacy guaranteed
application here.

Chung Chen, Daniel Kifer, Kristen LeFevre

6. CONCLUSION
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Previous all random grouping
techniques are not gives the accurate
solutions in privacy probability. Its provide
the privacy in less number of dimensions
itself. In some dimensions we got the
problems in implementation part. Those all
the problems are solved in present paper. Its
cover all number of dimensions in
calculation of privacy results. Calculation of
privacy starts based on partitioning
algorithms. These partitioning operations are
performing using decision tree classification
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